Involuntary movement in pediatric moyamoya disease patients: consideration of pathogenetic mechanism using neuroimaging studies.
Involuntary movement is a rare symptom of moyamoya disease (MMD). No consensus has been reached regarding its clinical features and pathogenetic mechanism. Therefore, pediatric MMD patients presenting with involuntary movement were retrospectively analyzed, focusing on the image findings. A total of 513 patients who were treated for MMD were reviewed. After exclusion of MMD syndromes and those with accompanying conditions related to involuntary movements, five patients (mean age: 11.6 years, range: 5-13 years) were evaluated. All of the patients improved their symptoms rapidly after the indirect bypass operations to the contralateral hemisphere. All remained symptom-free during the long follow-up period. Comprehensive evaluation of the preoperative imaging findings failed to suggest a characteristic feature in common, corresponding to the existing hypotheses or a new hypothesis. Only one patient showed infarction preoperatively, and only one patient showed prominently enhanced collateral vessels in the basal ganglia. Although a decrease in vascular reserve was observed in all patients, the location and laterality were nonspecific. There still appears to be confusion regarding the pathogenetic mechanism of involuntary movement in MMD with no repetitive, established imaging features to explain the phenomenon. Nonetheless, with its excellent response to surgical treatment, clinical awareness of this rare symptom of MMD should be emphasized as a differential diagnosis for secondary movement disorder in children.